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We study almost arithmetical multiprogressions, which are defined as certain
unions of arithmetical progressions. We prove an addition theorem stating that
arbitrary sumsets of such sets are of the same type again. Almost arithmetical multi-
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theorem will be applied to an arithmetical situation again.  2000 Academic Press
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1. AN ADDITION THEOREM
Let G be an additively written abelian group and let N denote the
positive integers. For n # N and non-empty subsets A1 , ..., An /G let
:
n
i=1
Ai=A1+ } } } +An={ :
n
i=1
ai | ai # A i for 1in=
denote their sumset. For every b # G and every <{A/G we set b+A=
[b]+A. If G=Z, then a finite subset A*/A is said to be an interval of
A if A*=A & [min A*, max A*].
We give the definition of almost arithmetical multiprogressions, the key
notion in this paper.
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Definition 1.1. Let dM be positive integers and 0, d # D/[0, d].
We say that a finite non-empty subset L/Z is an
1. arithmetical multiprogression (with difference d and period D) if L
is an interval of min L+(D+dZ);
2. almost arithmetical multiprogression (AAMP) (with difference d,
period D, and bound M) if
L= y+(L$ _ L* _ L")/y+(D+dZ)
where y # Z, min L*=0, L* is a non-empty interval of D+dZ (whence
L* is an arithmetical multiprogression), L$/[&M, 0), and L"/
max L*+(0, M].
Our interest in AAMP’s stems from the fact that they appear as sets
of lengths in rings of algebraic integers. This will be explained in detail in
Section 2. The aim in this section is to prove the following addition
theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Let L be a system of AAMP ’s with some bound M # N.
Then there exists some M* # N such that for every L1 , ..., Ln # L (not
necessarily distinct) their sumset L1+ } } } +Ln is an AAMP with bound M*.
Of course, every finite set L/Z is an AAMP with bound max L&
min L. The essential point in Theorem 1.2 is that we have given a (possibly
infinite) system of sets such that one bound M is suitable for every set of
the system and that there exists one bound M* such that every sumset is
an AAMP with bound M*.
Let d # N. A subset D/[0, d] with 0, d # D will be called a period in
[0, d]. For every k # N0 let
Pk(d )=[id | 0ik]=dZ & [0, kd]
denote the arithmetical progression with difference d, starting point 0, and
|Pk(d )|=k+1.
A finite set L may be written in many different ways as an AAMP with
different periods, differences, and bounds. We are going to write all non-
trivial sets in our given system as AAMP’s of such a form, which makes it
easier to study their sumset (see Lemma 1.5).
Definition 1.3. Let dM # N and D/[0, d] be a period. We say that
a finite set L/Z is an AAMP in addable form (with parameters d, D, and
M) if for some y # Z,
L= y+(L$ _ L* _ L")/y+(D+dZ)
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where the following conditions are satisfied:
1. L*=D+Pk(d ) for some k # N0 .
2. L$/[&M, 0) and L"/max L*+(0, M].
Suppose L is an AAMP in addable form as above. Then of course
min L*=0 and L* is an interval of D+dZ whence L is an AAMP in the
sense of Definition 1.1. Moreover, we have 0, d # D/L*/L; i.e., L* and
hence L contain the period D.
Throughout the paper, whenever we write a set L as above and say that
L is an AAMP (in addable form) we assume that L$, L*, and L" have the
properties as listed in Definition 1.1.2 (resp., Definition 1.3).
Lemma 1.4. Let
L= y+(L$ _ L* _ L")/y+(D+dZ)
be an AAMP with period D, difference d, and bound M.
1. For every x # Z and every M*M the shifted set x+L is an
AAMP with period D, difference d, and bound M*; furthermore, L is in
addable form if and only if x+L is in addable form.
2. Suppose max L*ld for some l # N. Then L is an AAMP in
addable form with period D+Pl&1(d ), difference ld, and bound M+ld&1.
Proof. Part 1 follows immediately from the definition.
2. We set d =ld and D =D+Pl&1(d ), and clearly we have D+dZ=
D +d Z. Since max L*d , it follows that D /L*. Let k # N0 be maximal
such that D +Pk(d )/L*. Setting
L*=D +Pk(d ) and L"=(L* _ L")"L*,
we infer that
L= y+(L$ _ L* _ L")/y+(D +d Z).
Thus L is an AAMP in addable form with period D , difference d , and
bound M+d &1. K
Lemma 1.5. Let L be a system of AAMP ’s with some bound M # N.
Then there exists some M* # N such that every L # L with |L|>1 is an
AAMP in addable form with bound M*.
Proof. Let
L= y+(L$ _ L* _ L")/y+(D+dZ)
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be an AAMP from the system L with |L|>1, period D, difference d, and
bound M.
Suppose max L*<d whence max L&min L<2M+d. Setting y =min L,
d =max L& y , D =&y +L=L*, and L$=L"=<, we infer that
L= y +(L$ _ L* _ L")/y +(D +d Z).
Thus L is an AAMP in addable form with period D , difference d , and bound
2M+dd .
If max L*d, then Lemma 1.4.2 implies that L is an AAMP in addable
form with period D, difference d, and bound M+d&1.
Therefore, every L # L with |L|>1 is an AAMP with bound M*=
2M+d. K
Lemma 1.6. Let L be an AAMP in addable form with difference d, bound
M, and K/Z with max K&min KM. Then the sumset K+L is an AAMP
with difference d and bound 4M.
Proof. Suppose
L= y+(L$ _ L* _ L")/y+(D+dZ)
with the ususal conventions. By Lemma 1.4.1 it suffices to study (&y&min K)
+K+L instead of K+L. Hence we may suppose without restriction that
y=min K=0. Then
K+L=(K+L$) _ (K+L*) _ (K+L")
and clearly
D =[c # [0, d] | there are a # D, b # K with a+b#c mod d]/[0, d ]
is a period. We assert that K+L is an AAMP with period D , difference d,
and bound 4M. By construction we have
K+L/D +dZ.
Since max(K+L$)&min(K+L$)2M and max(K+L")&min(K+L")
2M, it suffices to show that K+L* is an AAMP with bound M+d2M.
Suppose that L*=D+Pk(d ) and let x # D +dZ with
M+d&min(K+L*)=M+dxmax(K+L*)&(M+d)kd.
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It suffices to show that x # K+L*. Suppose x=c+sd with c # D and s # Z.
Then there are a # D, b # K, and t # N0 such that
a+b=c+tdmax D+max Kd+M.
Since x&c=sdd+M&ctd we have s&t0, and c+sd=xkd
implies sk. Therefore, it follows that
x=a+(s&t) d+b # D+Pk(d )+K=L*+K. K
Let G be an abelian group and A, B/G subsets containing zero. Then
A/A+B, and we say that A is stable under addition of B if A=A+B.
If A and B are finite, then either A is stable under addition of B or
|A|<|A+B|.
Let d # N and D1 , D2 /[0, d] be periods. We are going to study the
sumsets
(D1+dZ)+(D2+dZ)=(D1+D2)+dZ/Z.
Let D1, 2 /[0, d] be the unique period such that
D1+D2+dZ=D1, 2+dZ.
Clearly, D1 /D1, 2 and equality holds if and only if D1+dZ is stable under
addition of D2+dZ.
For any A/Z we have, by definition,
A+dZ=[a+kd | a # A, k # Z]= .
a # A
a+dZ/Z,
and it will be convenient to interpret A+dZ as the set of residues modulo
d, i.e., as a subset of ZdZ by
A+dZ=[a+dZ | a # A]/ZdZ.
Clearly, if B/Z, then
A+dZ=B+dZ/Z,
considered as subsets of Z, if and only if
A+dZ=B+dZ/ZdZ,
considered as subsets of ZdZ. The following lemma is well-known (cf.
Kneser’s Addition Theorem in [Man76]). For the convenience of the
reader we give a short direct proof.
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Lemma 1.7. Let G be a finite abelian group, A, B/G subsets containing
zero, and H/G the subgroup generated by B. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:
1. A=A+B.
2. A=ri=1 (g i+H) for some g1 , ..., gr # G.
Proof. (1) O (2). Suppose that B+A/A. Then for every b # B we
have b+A/A and hence
:
b # B
xbb+A/A for all xb # N0 .
Since
H={ :b # B xb b | xb # N0 = ,
it follows that
A/ .
a # A
(a+H)=A+H/A.
(2) O (1). If A=ri=1 (gi+H), then
A/A+B/A+H= .
r
i=1
(gi+H+H)= .
r
i=1
(gi+H)=A. K
Lemma 1.8. For 1i2 let
Li= yi+L$i _ (Di+Pki (d )) _ Li" /y i+(Di+dZ)
be AAMP ’s in addable form with period Di /[0, d], difference d, bound Mi ,
and with k1+k21. Then
L=L1+L2= y+(L$ _ (D+Pk(d )) _ L")/y+(D+dZ)
is an AAMP in addable form with period D=D1, 2 , difference d, and bound
M where the new parameters satisfy the following properties:
1. If D1+dZ is not stable under the addition of D2+dZ, then
D1 / D, M=M1+M2+d, and k=k1+k2&1.
2. If D1+dZ is stable under the addition of D2+dZ, then D=D1 ,
M=M1+M2 , and k=k1+k2+1.
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Proof. For 1i2 we set Li*=D i+Pki (d ), and by Lemma 1.4.1 we
may suppose without restriction that y1= y2=0. Then obviously we have
L1+L2 /[&(M1+M2), (k1+k2+2) d+(M1+M2)]/D1+D2+dZ
and
L1*+L2*=D1+D2+Pk1+k2(d ).
1. Suppose that D1+dZ is not stable under the addition of D2+dZ.
By definition we have D1+D2+dZ=D1, 2+dZ whence
D1+D2+Pk1+k2(d ) & [d, (k1+k2+1) d]
=D1+D2+dZ & [d, (k1+k2+1) d]
=D1, 2+dZ & [d, (k1+k2+1) d]
=d+D1, 2+Pk1+k2&1(d ).
Therefore L1+L2 is an AAMP in addable form with period D :=D1, 2  D1 ,
bound M1+M2+d, and with k=k1+k2&1.
2. Suppose that D1+dZ is stable under the addition of D2+dZ.
Then
D1+D2+Pk1+k2(d )=D1+Pk1+k2+1(d ),
whence L1+L2 is an AAMP in addable form with period D1 , bound
M=M1+M2 and with k=k1+k2+1. K
For a finite set L=[ y1 , ..., yr]/Z with y1< } } } < yr let 2(L)=
[ yi& yi&1 | 1<ir]/N denote the set of distances. If L is an AAMP
with bound M, then max 2(L)M.
Lemma 1.9. Let
L1= y1+(L$1 _ L* _ L"1)/y1+(D1+dZ)
be an AAMP with period D1 and bound M1 .
Let D2 /[0, d] be a period and L2 /min L2+(D2+dZ). Suppose D1+
dZ is stable under the addition of D2+dZ and max L1*max(2(L2) _ [d]).
Then
L=L1+L2= y+(L$ _ L* _ L")/y+(D1+dZ)
is an AAMP with period D1 , bound M1 , and with max L*&min L*
max(2(L2) _ [d]).
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Proof. By Lemma 1.4.1 we may suppose without restriction that y1=0
and min L2=0. Suppose that D1+dZ is stable under the addition of
D2+dZ and max L1*max(2(L2) _ [d]).
Then
L1+L2 =(L$1+L2) _ (L1*+L2) _ (L"1+L2)/(D1+dZ)+(D2+dZ)
=D1+dZ,
min(L1*+L2)&min(L$1+L2)=&min L$1M1 ,
and
max(L"1+L2)&max(L1*+L2)M1 .
Thus it suffices to prove that L1*+L2 /D1+dZ is an arithmetical multi-
progression.
We show the assertion in the special case that L2=[0, y2]. Then the
general case follows by induction on |L2 |. To begin with, we verify that
y2+L1*+dZ=D1+dZ.
To do so we consider these sets as subsets of G=ZdZ. Since (D1+dZ)+
(D2+dZ)=D1+dZ, Lemma 1.7 implies that there are g1 , ..., gr # G such
that
D1+dZ= .
r
i=1
gi+(D2+dZ) G .
Since y2 # D2+dZ, it follows that
y2+L1*+dZ=y2+D1+dZ
= .
r
i=1
[ gi+( y2+dZ)+(D2+dZ) G]
= .
r
i=1
gi+(D2+dZ) G
=D1+dZ.
Therefore, we have
L1*+[0, y2]=L1* _ ( y2+L1*)/D1+dZ,
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and by assumption
max L1*max 2(L2)= y2=min( y2+L1*).
Since L1* is an interval of D1+dZ, it follows that y2+L1* is an interval of
y2+D1+dZ= y2+L1*+dZ=D1+dZ.
As a union of two intersection intervals of D1+dZ the set L1*+[0, y2] is an
interval of D1+dZ, i.e., L1*+[0, y2] is an arithmetical multiprogression
with period D1 . K
Proposition 1.10. Let L be a system of AAMP ’s with bound M # N
and suppose that all L # L are in addable form with some joint difference d.
Then there exists some M* # N such that the following holds: if L1 , ..., Ln # L
where either max Li&min Li>2M+d 2 for some i # [1, ..., n] or n>2d&1,
then their sumset L1+ } } } +Ln is an AAMP in addable form with difference
d and bound M*.
Proof. Let n # N and for i # [1, ..., n] let
Li= yi+(L$i _ (Di+Pki (d)) _ Li")/y i+(Di+dZ) # L.
Without restriction we suppose that all yi=0. After renumerating we
suppose that k1=max[ki | 1in]. Renumerating the sets L2 , ..., Ln we
obtain some maximal s # N such that the following holds: for 1rs let
D(r)/[0, d] be the period with  ri=1 D i+dZ=D
(r)+dZ and D1=
D(1) / } } } / D(s)=D. Then 1sd and D+dZ is stable under the addition
of Di+dZ for every s+1in.
1. We show that there is some t # [s, ..., n] such that
L(1)= :
t
&=1
L&= y(1)+(L(1)$ _ (D+Pk (1)(d)) _ L(1)")
is an AAMP with period D, bound M (1)=max[(d&1)(M+d)&d,
2d(2M+d 2)], and with k(1)1.
If k1d, then we use Lemma 1.8.1 repeatedly and infer that for every
r # [1, ..., s] the sumset
:
r
&=1
L&=zr+(A(r)$+(D(r)+Pl (r)(d ))+A(r)")/zr+(D(r)+dZ)
is an AAMP with period D(r), bound r(M+d )&d, and with l(r)
k1+1&r. Hence the assertion follows with t=s.
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Suppose that k1<d. Then for every i # [1, ..., n] we have
max Li&min Li2M+(ki+1) d2M+(k1+1) d2M+d 2,
whence 2s&12d&1<n. In order to show that (s&1) d+D/2s&1&=1 D&
we choose some $ # D. Since D+dZ=s&=1 D&+dZ, there are $& # D&
such that s&=1 $&=qd+$ with 0qs&1. Since (s&1&q) d #
2s&1&=s+1 D& , it follows that (s&1) d+$ # 
2s&1
&=1 D& . We set t=2s and
obtain that
(s&1) d+D+P1(d)/ :
2s&1
&=1
D&+D2s / :
t
&=1
L& /D+dZ,
whence L(1)= t&=1 L& is an AAMP with period D and bound less than or
equal to max L(1)&min L(1)2s(2M+d 2)M (1).
2. Using Lemma 1.8.2 we infer that
L(2)=L(1)+ :
min[t+M, n]
&=t+1
L&
=y(2)+(L(2)$ _ (D+Pk(2)(d )) _ L(2)")/y(2)+(D+dZ)
is an AAMP in addable form with period D, difference d, and bound
M (2)=M (1)+M } M. If t+Mn, then k(2)Mmax(2(L i) _ [d]) for all
1in.
3. Using Lemma 1.9 we finally infer that
L(3)=L(2)+ :
n
min[t+M, n]+1
L&= :
n
&=1
L&
is an AAMP with period D and bound M (2). By Lemma 1.4.2 L(3) is an
AAMP in addable form with period D and bound
M*=M (2)+(d&1). K
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let L1 , ..., Ln # L be given. After a suitable
renumeration we may suppose that |Li |>1 for every 1im and that
|Lm+1|= } } } =|Ln |=1. Lemma 1.4.1 implies that it suffices to study the
sumset of L1 , ..., Lm .
By Lemma 1.5 there exists some M1 # N such that every L # L with
|L|>1 is an AAMP in addable form with some difference dM1 and
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bound M1 . Let [d1 , ..., ds] denote the set of all differences, suppose
[1, ..., m]=s&=1 I& such that Li has difference d& for all i # I& , and set
A&= :
i # I&
Li for & # [1, ..., s].
After a suitable renumeration we may suppose that for all & # [1, ..., q]
|I& |2d&&1 and max Li&min Li2M1+d2& for all i # I&
and that for all & # [q+1, ..., s]
|I& |>2d&&1 or max Li&min Li>2M1+d2& for some i # I& .
By Proposition 1.10 there exists some M2, & such that A& is an AAMP in
addable form with difference d& and bound M2, & for every q+1&s. Set
M2=max[M2, & | q+1&s] and d=lcm[dq+1 , ..., ds]. After a suitable
renumeration we may suppose that
max A&&min A&2(M2+d )+d 2 for q+1&r,
and
max A&&min A&>2(M2+d )+d 2 for r+1&s.
Then by Lemma 1.4.2 there exists some M3M2+d such that Ar+1 , ..., As
are AAMP’s in addable form with difference d and bound M3 . Therefore,
by Proposition 1.10 there exists some M4 such that L=Ar+1+ } } } +As is
an AAMP in addable form with difference d and bound M4 .
We set K=(A1+ } } } +Aq)+(Aq+1+ } } } +Ar) and obtain that
max K&min K :
q
&=1
|I& | (2M1+d2& )+(r&q)(2(M2+d)+d
2)
q(2d&1)(2M1+d 2)+(r&q)(2(M2+d )+d 2)=M5 .
Setting M6=max[M4 , M5] and using Lemma 1.6 we infer that
K+L=L1+ } } } +Lm
is an AAMP with difference d and bound 4M6 . K
2. ARITHMETICAL APPLICATION
Let R be the ring of integers in an algebraic number field. It is classical
that R is a factorial domain if and only if R has trivial class group. Hence,
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if the class group is not trivial, then factorization into irreducible elements
in R is not unique. The problem in describing the non-uniqueness of
factorizations was the starting point for factorization theory in integral
domains (cf. [And97]). The best tool investigated so far for describing the
non-uniqueness is the system of sets of lengths. We briefly recall some
terminology.
Throughout, a monoid means a commutative semigroup with unite
element satisfying the cancellation law, and we shall use multiplicative
notation. Thus the multiplicative semigroups H=R"[0] of integral domains
R are monoids. Let H be a monoid. Then H_ denotes the subgroup of
invertible elements. An element u # H"H_ is called irreducible if u=ab
with a, b # H implies that a # H _ or b # H_. Let a # H. Any product
decomposition a=u1 } } } uk into irreducible elements u1 , ..., uk is called a
factorization of a, and k is called the length of the factorization. Then
L(a)=[k # N0 | a has a factorization of length k]/N0
is said to be the set of lengths of a. By definition, L(a)=[0] if and only
if a # H_. Furthermore,
L(H)=[L(a) | a # H]
is called the system of sets of lengths of H.
H is said to be a BF-monoid if all L # L(H) are non-empty and finite.
The multiplicative monoids of noetherian domains are BF-monoids. For a
BF-monoid H the following phenomenon holds true: either H is half-
factorial (i.e., |L|=1 for every L # L(H)) or for every N # N there exists
some L # L(H) with |L|N.
In 1960 Carlitz showed that a ring of integers R is half-factorial if and
only if its class group has at most two elements. It was first proved in
[Ger88] that sets of lengths in rings of integers are AAMP’s. In the mean-
time this result was extended to arbitrary orders in algebraic number fields
(for some recent developments, see [Ger98]). However, in all these papers
a slightly weaker notion of AAMP’s was used. Therefore, we first show
in detail that in the classical situation of rings of integers the old result
is true for AAMP’s in the sense of Definition 1.1. Recall that rings of
integers are Krull domains and their multiplicative monoids are Krull
monoids.
Theorem 2.1. Let H be a Krull monoid with divisor class group G and
G0 /G be the set of classes containing prime divisors. If G0 is finite, then
there exists some M # N such that the system of sets of lengths L(H) consists
of AAMP ’s with bound M.
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Proof. In Satz 1 in [Ger88] there was given an explicit constant M(G0)
such that for every B # B(G0) its set of lengths L(B) has the form
L(B)=[x1 , ..., x: , y, y+$1 , ..., y+$+ , y+d,
y+$1+d, ..., y+2d,
} } }
y+$1+(k&1) d, ..., y+kd, z1 , ..., z;]
with
x1 < } } } <x:< y< y+$1< } } }
<y+$+< y+d y+kd<z1< } } } <z; ,
0:, ;M(G0), d=min 2(G1)=gcd 2(G1)D(G0)M(G0) for some
G1 /G0 , and such that the distance of any two successive elements is
bounded by D(G0)&2. For convenience we set $0=0 and $++1=d.
We assert that every L is an AAMP with bound M=(D(G0)&2) M(G0).
Let B # B(G0) and L=L(B) as above. We look carefully at the proof of
Satz 1 in [Ger88] and use the same notations and those introduced there.
In Case 1 and Case 2 it follows that |L|M(G0), whence there is nothing
to do. In Case 3 we have B # B(G1), 2(L)/2(G1), and d=gcd 2(G1)
which implies that L is an AAMP with difference d, period D=[0, d], and
bound M.
Having done the trivial cases we study Case 4. We assert that L is an
AAMP with difference d, period D=[$i | 0i++1]/[0, d], and
bound M. Hence it only remains to check that for all i # [1, ..., :] and all
i $ # [1, ..., ;] there are &i , &i $ # [0, ..., +] such that
xi #y+$&i mod d and zi $ #y+$&i $ mod d.
For every m # N we have
L(B(G1)m)=[x 1 , ..., x : , y , ..., y +k d, z 1 , ..., z ; ]
where the elements are written up in increasing order and 0: , ; M(G0).
We choose m in such a way that k dM(G0)(D(G0)&2). Setting
L*=[ y+$i+ jd+ y + j d | 0&+, 0 jk, 0 j k ]
we obviously obtain that
L*/L(B)+L(B(G1)m)/L(B } B(G1)m)=L0 .
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Then comes the key point of the proof: By construction,
L0=[x^1 , ..., x^:^ , y^, y^+$1 , ..., y^+$+ , y^+d,
y^+$1+d, ..., y^+2d,
} } }
y^+$1+(k&1) d, ..., y^+k d, z^1 , ..., z^; ]
with
x^1 < } } } <x^:^< y^< y^+$1< } } }
< y^+$+< y^+d y^+k d< z^1< } } } <z^; ,
0:^, ; M(G0), and L* an interval of L0 , i.e., L*=L0 & [min L*,
max L*] (note that +=m(G1 , k)).
To verify the first congruence, choose some i # [1, ..., :]. Since xi+y +
k d # L0 and
min L*= y+ y xi+k d+ y max L*,
it follows that xi+ y +k d # L*. Thus there are &i # [0, ..., +], j # [0, ..., k],
and j # [0, ..., k ] such that
xi+ y +k d= y+$&i+ jd+ y + j d,
whence
xi #y+$&i mod d.
To verify the second congruence, choose some i $ # [1, ..., ;]. Since
zi $+ y # L0 and
min L*= y+ y zi $+ y  y+kd+k d+ y max L*,
there are &i $ # [0, ..., +], j # [0, ..., k], and j # [0, ..., k ] such that
zi $+ y = y+$&i$+ jd+ y + } d,
whence
zi $ #y+$&i$ mod d. K
Finally, we come to the result which was the motivation for the whole
paper. It is the general philosophy in factorization theory to find simple
auxiliary monoids, to study their arithmetic, and then to extend the result
to the next, larger, and more interesting class of monoids by various transfer
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mechanisms. An example of such a procedure is extending results valid for
a family of monoids to their coproduct.
For a family of monoids (Hi) i # I we define their coproduct as

i # I
H i={(ai) i # I # ‘i # I Hi | a i=1 for almost all i # I= .
Theorem 2.2. Let (Hi) i # I be a family of BF-monoids and H=~ i # I Hi
their coproduct. Suppose there exists some M # N such that for every i # I the
system L(Hi) consists of AAMP ’s with bound M. Then there exists some
M* # N such that the system L(H) of sets of lengths in H consists of
AAMP ’s with bound M*.
Proof. Let M* be as in Theorem 1.2 and a # H. Then there is some
finite J/I such that a=>j # j a j with aj # Hj . Since
L(a)= :
j # J
L(aj),
the assertion follows from Theorem 1.2. K
We illustrate in a simple example an application of Theorem 2.2. Let o
be an order in an algebraic number field and H the monoid of invertible
ideals in o with usual ideal multiplication. By [Neu92, Satz 12.6] H
is isomorphic to ~0{p # spec(R) Rp R_p and by [HK95, Proposition 6] the
monoids Hp =Rp R_p are finitely primary. It is easy to show that
sets of lengths in finitely primary monoids are AAMP’s (cf. [Ger97,
Theorem 6.1]). Since almost all of the monoids Hp are isomorphic to
(N0 , +), the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied and thus the sets of
lengths in H are AAMP’s with some bound M* # N.
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